
The
first step
in any installa-
tion is laying out
the site to be fenced.
With NEXT GENERATION
FLEX FENCE® proper planning is
essential for a long lasting installa-
tion.  NEXT GENERATION FLEX FENCE®

utilizes high tensile wire that must be
stretched for the rail to be taught and remain
beautiful.  Because the NEXT GENERATION FLEX
FENCE® is under tension when installed, it is impera-
tive that these posts under pressure are constructed
according to instructions. These areas of greatest concern
are the end and corner post assemblies.

TROUBLE SHOOTING HOTLINE 1•800•878•5644  •  EMAIL: ramm@rammfence.com

NEXT GENERATION
FLEX FENCE®

INSTALLATION GUIDE
5.25” and 4.25”

www.rammfence.com
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1. NEXT GENERATION FLEX FENCE® INSTAL-
LATION GUIDE

2. 1/2” drive long handle ratchet – 2 required
3. Marking pen and pencil
4. Colored string, stakes, and or layout paint
5. Tape measure – 25 ft. minimum
6. Chain saw
7. “T” square with 45 degree measuring devise

on it
8. Razor knife
9. 8” lineman pliers
10. Hammers, claw & 2lbs sledge

11. Power Post hole digger
12. Shovels (spade type and regular)
13. Power tamper or jumping jack
14. Bobcat with auger or equivalent
15. Brush or roller for painting posts
16. 1” x 2” x 48” long straight wood for tem-

plate of bracket and staple locations
17. Crow Bar
18. Tin snips & bolt cutters
19. Level (3ft long)
20. Safety glasses

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, and HARDWARE
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1. Rolls required of NEXT GENERATION FLEX FENCE®
for installation

2. Brackets with nails
3. Barbed staples
4. Spoolers
5. Brace plates & pins
6. Wire Links (optional)

7. CCA pressure treated posts 6”- 7” dia. by 8 or 9 ft
long used for end and corner locations

8. CCA 4”- 5” dia. by 7 1/2 to 8 ft long posts used for
line and brace locations

9. Paint for the posts (optional)
10. Rust preventative spray paint – same color as rail
11. Pre-mixed concrete 

SUPPLIES

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

FOOTAGE

YOU NEED TO KNOW:
• Post spacing   8’   10’   12’
• # of extra spoolers required
• # of posts
• List of tools to purchase or rent

Disclaimer:  Ramm Fence Systems, Inc. is not responsible for injuries or harm sustained by animals, humans, or owners while pursuing activities described and illustrated herein, nor failure of
equipment illustrated herein.  Because horses or livestock are unpredictable; there are no fences that are completely 100% safe from injury including Next Generation Flex Fence rail®. As installers
are independent contractors, Ramm Equine Solutions, Inc. is not responsible for an installer’s workmanship.  It is the home owner’s responsibility to observe their project.  The installation instruc-
tions and illustrations described above cannot cover every variable.

NOTE: USE GRAPH PAPER ON NEXT PAGE FOR YOOR PADDOCK LAYOUT.

# OF RAILS TOTAL RAIL FOOTAGE # OF ROLLS

÷ length 
of one roll=x

How Much Fence Do I need?
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NEXT GENERATION FLEX FENCE®
Area To Be Fenced…..
With Next Generation Flex Fence® any post that is not in a straight line
needs to be braced. These posts are to be treated the same as corner
posts.
• Lay out your fence installation.
• Determine all end and corner points, also note all gate locations and

gate sizes.
• Put the measurements on the diagram.  
• Mark the direction of the gate openings on the diagram.

• Determine which corners will be used as a standard 90-degree or a
sweeping 90-degree corner assembly.

• Determine the side of the posts that the fence will be installed on.  It
is recommended to put the rail towards the animal.

• Determine the distance between the line posts.  12’ is standard spac-
ing.

• Mark on your diagram any areas that are wet or sandy ground.  These
corners and ends will have to be dug out with a larger diameter hole.

 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS AND HELPFUL HINTS
STEP 1
Make sure there aren’t any underground utilities, electrical, water, cable, telephone, gas lines, etc.,  where you
intend to install your fence posts.  It is the home owner’s responsibility to mark all underground lines.  Call DIG
or the proper authorities to mark underground lines. You may also call Ramm Fence Systems, Inc. at 1-800-878-
5644 for any additional assistance you may require.

STEP 2
Lay out your fence lines on the ground, marking all end, corner and line post locations. (which include gate,
starting, or stopping posts) The post and hole configuation is the same for all end and corners. (Notice: When
using the 90 degree corner assembly as shown in “A” your line posts will be out of line, in respect to your cor-
ner posts, when you have the fence toward your animals. This will not be the situation when using the sweeping
90-degree corner assembly in conjunction with having your animals on the inside of the rail. (See “I” ) This can
be done with string, stakes, and/or layout paint.  We recommend the rail be installed on the inside of the post,
toward your animals.  Because animals have a tendency to socialize (playing or fighting over, under, or through
fences), we highly recommend you add an electric fence to your common fence line when there are animals on
both sides.  Note: When using a single post 90-degree corner, the rail must go on the outside of the corner post
assembly. (See “A”)

EXAMPLE PADDOCK LAYOUT
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I

A

STEP 3
Dig or auger all end and corner holes 3’ deep x 12” diameter for firm ground, or 4’ deep x 16” diameter for areas
that are not firm (such as wet or sandy soil).  Flare the bottom one-third of the hole wider than the top by a min-
imum of 3” per side.  Measurements will be 18” diameter at the bottom for the 12” hole and 22”diameter at the
bottom for the 16” hole.
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B

D

STEP 4
Starting where you marked the end post location, move down your fence line 6 feet and make another mark.
This mark is where your second upright post will be installed.  Continuing down the fence line, again measure an
additional 6 feet and mark that location.  This will be for your square hole that will accept the diagonal brace.
The first two holes should be dug as described in instruction #3 above.  The next hole is to be dug the same size
diameter but only 24” deep, or below the frost line (check for local frost line depths in your area). This hole is to
be made square all the way down to the bottom. (See “B” and “D”)
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STEP 6
Put the 6” to 7” diameter by 8’ or 9’ long CCA pressure treated posts in the first two holes of the end post
assembly. Three posts of the same size are required for a 90 degree and four posts for the sweeping 90° corner
assembly, (see “I”)  Note: If your hole is 4’ deep you will need the 9’ long post and use the 8’ long post for a 3’
deep hole. (See “D”)

B

A

STEP 5
To dig your corner posts, measure out in both directions the same as you did for the end posts in step #4.  (See
“B” and “A”)
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I

D

STEP 7
Fill these holes with pre-mixed concrete. (Do not fill square hole at this time). The concrete used should have a
strength of 3000 psi. You can bring the concrete to the surface or leave it down 4-8” from ground level.  Lean all
6” to 7” diameter posts about 1” or so away from the pull of your fence.  Allow all concrete to cure.  



STEP 8
In order to attach your horizontal braces, measure between your upright post assemblies.  Add 1/8” to this
measurement and cut a line post to this length.  Next, hammer this post between the two end posts.  After you
put up the rail and tighten,(which will be explained later at step #20), then you can hammer and adjust this hori-
zontal post behind the top rail and toenail it in place using 3” to 5”nails.  (See “D”).

STEP 9
Attach the diagonal braces to the end post assembly (See “D”) above. Cut one end of a line post off at a 45-
degree angle.  This end will fit up against the upright post and the other end will fit down into the square hole as
shown. Attach the diagonal post to the upright post using a brace plate.  Fill the square hole with concrete cov-
ering the bottom of the post.

STEP 10
Do the same for your corner post assembly. (See “A” or “I”)

D

A
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I

STEP 11
Line posts are to be CCA pressure treated pine with a 4” to 5” diameter  by 7.5 to 8 foot length and put 2.5 to 3
feet in the ground.  They are to be spaced 8 to 12 feet apart. Put all line posts in augured or dug holes and tap
dirt around them while being leveled. (See “B”). Note: at the bottom of a hill you should use concrete in the
holes with your posts so they will not lift when you put tension on them. (See “C”)

B
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STEP 12
If you are going to paint your posts, that should be done at this time.

STEP 13
In order to locate where your top bracket should go on your posts, you need to site your top line with a string.
Note: It is more appealing to the eye to keep a gentle roll of your fence rail.  Look to the top rail’s smooth flow,
rather than worrying about how far from the ground it is.  The abrupt valleys and peaks of the ground will even-
tually be eliminated.  You are looking for the “average” height of your fence over the entire length.

STEP 14
After you have determined the top of your fence line, mark all bracket locations. You should make a template to
transfer these marks to your posts (see “Bracket Location” illustration). It is not recommended to cut the tops
off your treated posts, rather, set each post to the desired height.  If you do decide to cut them off, for uniformi-
ty and appearance, slightly angle the cut away from your rail and make sure to leave about 2” of post above your
bracket in order to help prevent the tops from splitting, and paint exposed wood.

C

4.25” BRACKET LOCATIONS
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5.25” BRACKET LOCATIONS

2”

19.5”

13.75”

25.5”

36.75”

4.25” END POST STAPLE LOCATIONS

STEP 15
Mark your end posts for your staple locations. (See “End Posts Staple Location” sketch)  Use one staple per rail
wire.

5.25” END POST STAPLE LOCATIONS

20.5”

14.5”

26.5”
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STEP 16
Unroll your fence rails next to your posts.  

STEP 17
Slide your spooler down the length of the fence. You will need one spooler for every 660’ stretch of fence.  If the
area you are fencing is smaller than 660’, you will still need one spooler.  

END POST ASSEMBLY

SPOOLER INSTRUCTIONS
Before putting the rail in the brackets, thread the rail through the spoolers and slide the spooler(s) over and
down the fence rail until they are equally spaced for each of your lengths to be tightened. 

660’ paddock with 1 gate opening at corner.  
Spooler placement denoted by “X”.

xx
xx
xx

STEP 18
Put the fence rails in all the brackets and attach the brackets to all line and corner posts.  Note: Line up your
brackets vertically with the posts during this step.  Also it is imperative to put the brackets square to the posts
and in line with the fence rail (see “G”).  The brackets are designed to accept a 7 degree land slope.  If your
installation has more slope, you can angle your brackets on each post to make up the difference (see “H”).

G H
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STEP 19--(If you have purchased end buckles, skip step 19 and see attached buckle instructions)) Start at
one end post in order to attach the rail. Remove the web, (see “E-1) leaving bead (plastic and wire) extending
out about 3 inches from the  staple location. Attach each bead to the post as shown (see “E-2) .  Make sure all
staples are secure into the posts.  Bend back the plastic and wire beads onto themselves and staple each one
again.  Do this on all rails.

E-1

E-2

4.25” 2-Wire Rail 4.25” 3-Wire & 5.25” Rail

Remove
this area

Remove
this area

3” Cut out area within dotted line.

Rail Rail

STEP 20
Starting at the end that you have just attached, pull all extra rail (slack) back to the opposite end post (see “F”). While
holding the rail taught and in position against the marked end post, drive a staple around the bead and through the
flat web of the rail (see “E-3”). Before stapling all beads make sure the fence rail is in the proper position for a smooth
flow to the next post then staple other bead or beads. Remove the web and bend beads back onto themselves and
staple again (see “E-3”). Do this on all rails. Follow instructions as described in STEP 19.

F
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E-2

E-3

4.25” 2-Wire Rail 4.25” 3-Wire & 5.25” Rail

Rail Rail

Rail Rail

STEP 21
After the rail is in all the brackets, and the slack is removed by hand and both ends are secured , do the follow-
ing to tighten your fence rail.

• On each end of the spooler insert a 1/2” drive, long handled ratchet in the square 1/2” hole.
• When ratcheting to tighten the rail, always use two people to assist with alignment and to lock the two pins in

place when tensioning is complete. CAUTION it is very important to keep the spooler perpendicular to the rail.
• When tightening the rail with the ratchets, follow these steps:  (see illustration below)  11)) Pull both long han-

dles towards you.  22)) Hold A. steady while pushing back with B.  33)) Hold B. steady while pushing back with A.
44)) Pull both towards you again.  Repeat as needed

• If more than one spooler is required per length of fence rail - put fence through one spooler and slide locking
pins in place (always 180 degrees apart from each other), before going to the next spooler.

• These spooler recommendations are based upon having all slack removed from your entire fence line. If this is
not done adequately, more spoolers will be required.

• For your safety, always use protective eyeglasses, gloves, etc.
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1/2” drive long handle ratchets

Spooler

Next
Generation
Flex Fence

Locking
Pins

A.

B.

SPLICING YOUR FENCE

There are two methods of splicing Next Generation Flex Fence:

-Spooler (read G-1)

-Joining buckle (see attached instructions for buckles)

GG--11
If you choose to use spoolers for splicing, you must purchase them in addition to those needed to ten-
sion each 660’ stretch of fence.  To splice, simply push the two rails through the spooler, making sure 
the two rails overlap, tighten by ratcheting, then fasten with the spooler pins.  

1. 2.
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Attachment Joining

1. Insert end of rail (maximum
of 1”) into  one of the out-
side buckle slots. (buckle
ribs up) Use a speed
square to assure proper
alignment.

2. Using the buckle as a tool
bend the end over until flat.
Always bend towards the
BACK of the rail. Remove
the buckle from the rail.

3. Repeat process on other
rail end. (buckle ribs up)
Remove buckle.

4. Insert both rail ends
through the center slot.
(buckle ribs down)

5. Maneuver the ends into
their corresponding outside
slots. Position the rail until
both “loops” are tight
against the buckle.

5. Insert the end of the rail into the
remaining slot. With sufficient force
flatten the rail/buckle assembly.

6. Attach with approximate 1/2” x 5”
hot dipped, galvanized lag bolt and
washer.

END POST ATTACHMENT

JOINING

BACK FRONT

STRAIGHT PR E-BENT

1. On the end post - mark a center
hole using the buckle as a guide.
Drill a 3/8” pilot hole into the post

A) At a 45Þ angle when
using the Pre-Bent
Buckle

B) Straight-in on the fence
side of the post when
using the Straight Buckle.

TO P VIEW TO P VIEW

A B

2. Slide spooler onto the rail. Insert
end of rail (max. 1”) into the buckle
using the slot furthest from the hole.
Use a speed square to assure
proper alignment (buckle ribs up).

7. Finish fence installation. Position
previously placed spooler near the
end post and tension the fence.

HANDY TIP: Pulling at a 45 angle
decreases the possibility of end post
rotation after tensioning

A) Pre-Bent Buckle
B) Straight Buckle

4. Rotate the buckle with the ribs
down and reinsert the rail through
the slot   closest to the hole as
shown.

HANDY TIP: You can slide one buckle
onto the rail and use a second to bend

A

B

6. Turn the fence assembly
over and flatten by pushing
down on both rails at the
same time. Using sufficient
force flatten the rail/buckle
assembly.

7. Finished, joined fence
assembly back view and
front view. Note: The
assembly should be as flat
as possible for tensioning
purposes and the overall
look of the fence.

3. Use the buckle as a tool to bend
the end over as shown. Always
bend towards the BACK of the rail.
After removing the buckle, you
should have an approx. 2” bend.

BBuucckklleess


